
100 8. FROM TEXTUAL FEATURES TO INPUTS

8.5 EXAMPLE: PART-OF-SPEECH TAGGING
e POS-tagging task (Section 7.4) we are given a sentence of n words w1; w2; : : : ; wn, and a
word position i , and need to predict the tag of wi . Assuming we tag the words from left to right,
we can also look at the previous tag predictions, Op1; : : : ; Opi�1. A list of concrete core features is
given in Section 7.4, here we discuss encoding them as an input vector. We need a feature function
x D �.s; i/, getting a sentence s comprised of words and previous tagging decisions and an input
position i , and returning a feature vector x. We assume a function suf .w; k/ that returns the
k-letter suffix of word w, and similarly pref .w; k/ that returns the prefix.

We begin with the three boolean questions: word-is-capitalized, word-contains-hyphen and
word-contains-digit. e most natural way to encode these is to associate each of them with its
own dimension, with a value of 1 if the condition holds for word wi and 0 otherwise.⁸ We will
put these in a 3-dimensional vector associated with word i , ci .

Next, we need to encode words, prefixes, suffixes, and part-of-speech tags in various po-
sitions in the window. We associate each word wi with an embedding vector vw.wi / 2 Rdw .
Similarly, we associate each two-letter suffix suf .wi ; 2/ with an embedding vector vs.suf .wi ; 2//

and similarly for three-letter suffixes vs.suf .wi ; 3//, vs.�/ 2 Rds . Prefixes get the same treatment,
with embeddings vp.�/ 2 Rdp . Finally, each POS-tag receives an embedding vt .pi / 2 Rdt . Each
position i can be associated with a vector vi of the relevant word information (word form, prefixes,
suffixes, Boolean features):

vi D Œci I vw.wi /I vs.suf .wi ; 2//I vs.suf .wi ; 3//I vp.pref .wi ; 2//I vp.pref .wi ; 3//�

vi 2 R3CdwC2dsC2dp :

Our input vector x is then a concatenation of the following vectors:

x D �.s; i/ D Œvi�2I vi�1I vi I viC1I viC2I vt .pi�1/I vt .pi�2/�

x 2 R5.3CdwC2dsC2dp/C2dt :

Discussion Note that the words in each position share the same embedding vectors—when
creating vi and vi�1 we read from the same embedding tables—and that a vector vi does not
“know” its relative position. However, because of the vector concatenation, the vector x “knows”
that which relative position each v is associated with because of its relative position within x. is
allows us to share some information between the words in the different positions (the vector of
the word dog will receive updates when the word is at relative position �2 as well as when it is in
relative positionC1), but will also be treated differently by the model when it appears in different
relative positions, because it will be multiplied by a different part of the matrix in the first layer
of the network.
⁸A value of -1 for the negative condition is also a possible choice.


